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ABSTRACT. The a bsorption o f radio waves propagating th rough na tura ll y occurring wa ters va ries grea tl y 
with the electrical conducti vity. Glacier melt wa ter is very tra nspa rent and the a ttenua tion by melt wa ter 
layers is due to reAexion of power, whereas the a ttenua tion of sea-water layers is due to a bsorption. The 
a t tenua tion o f soaked firn is usua ll y p rohibiti ve iflhe liquid is brine but it should not be a serious o bstacle to 
radio echo strength if the liq uid is ra in-wa ter o r melt water. H owever, the magnitude of the sca ttered power 
can become grea ter tha n tha t from continuous (bedrock) reAectors if the size o f the irregula ri ties in the 
med ium is large (approaching the radio wavelength in ice) . E cho power fo rmulae show tha t ice lenses may 
have the most serious effec t a nd tha t low radio frequencies will be nccessa ry to comba t this. 

R ESUME. Sondage par echo radio .' absorption et dispersioll par des illclusions d'eau et des lelltilles de glace. L 'absorp
tion des ondes radio se propageant a travers les eau x naturell es va ri e beaucoup avec leur conducti vitc 
electrique. L 'eau de fusion des glaciers es t tres tra nsparente e t I' attenua tion pa r les niveaux d 'eau fondue 
es t due a la reAexion de I'energ ie, ta ndis q ue I'a ttenua tion d es niveaux d 'eau de mer es t due a I'absorption. 
L'a ttenua tion du neve mouill e es t d 'ordina ire prohibiti ve si le liquide es t de la saumure mais ce ne sera it 
pas un se ri eux obstacl e a la puissance de I'echo radio si le liquide es t de I'eau de pluie o u de I'eau d e fon te. 
Cependa nt, I' importa nce de I'energ ie dispersee peut d evenir superi eure a celle issue d e reAecteurs continus 
(le lit rocheux ) si la dimension des irregula rites da ns le milieu traverse est g ra nde (a pprocha nt la longueur 
d 'onde d e I'emission radio da ns la glace) . Les formules de I'energie d e I'echo radio montrent que les lentill es 
de g lace auront I'effe t le plus seri eux et qu ' il sera necessa ire d 'employer de basses frequences radio pour les 
comba ttre. 

ZUSAMM ENFASSUNG . Radar-Ech%tllng .' Absorption lInd Zerstrellllllg dllrch vVassereillschliisse lIIzd Eis/insen . Die 
Absorption von Radar-Well en beim Durchga ng durch naturliche \Vasse rvorkommen schwankt betrachtli ch 
mit del' e1 ektrischen Leitfahigkeit. G letscherschmelzwasser ist sehr durchlassig und die Dampf'ung durch 
Schmel zwasserschichten wird durch R eAexion von Energie verursacht, wahrend die Dampfung durch 
M eerwasserschichten aufAbsorption zuruckgeht. Die Da mpfung in durchtra nktem Firn fuhrt gewohnlich zu 
vo llige r Ausloschung, wenn die Flussigkeit Sa lzwasser ist ; a ber di e Sta rke des R ada rechos sollte nicht 
e rnstlich geschwacht werden , wenn die Fluss igkeit R egen- odeI' Schmelzwasser ist. J edoch ka nn die M enge 
der zerstreuten Energie grosser werden a ls di e von zusa mmenha ngenden R eAektoren (Felsgrund ) zuruckge
worfene, wenn die Ausdehnung d el' Unregelmassigkeiten im M edium gross ist (a nna hernd gleich del' 
R ad a rwellenla nge in Eis) . Formeln fOr die E choenergie zeigen, dass Eislinsen d en schwerwiegends ten 
EinAuss ausuben und dass niedrige R ada rfrequenzen no tig sind, um d em Z ll begegncn . 

I NTRODUCTIO 

R adio echo sounding in polar glaciers is now a well established technique but work on 
temperate glaciers has been sporadic and inconclusive. Complicating factors have arisen 
because of the small er scale of the detai l desired, that is to say, better areal resolution on the 
glacier bottom , better range (d epth ) resolution , and shallowel" minimum depths, often 
coupled with a requirement for more accurate positioning on the glacier surface than is 
usual in the polar situation. Possibly these considerations have obscured the most important 
requirement: to obtain first of all an unambiguous bottom echo, however poor in resolution, 
and to gain an understanding of tho e properti es of the medium of propagation which are 
important in temperate glaciers. Armed with this understanding one may then consider 
ways in which the resol ution, or the general convenience of the sys tem might be improved. 

\lVe suppose that it is the presence of liquid water, rather than the ice fabri c, the impurity 
content, or the temperature, which makes for the essential difference from the polar glacier, 
as far as radio propagation is concerned , and we have considered the effec t on absorption 
and scattering (and thus on wa nted to unwanted signal ratio) for various idealized models 
of wa ter distribution and for various waters. It may be noted in passing that the scattered 
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signal, which is the " unwanted" signal at present, may, with greater understanding, be of 
considerable use in hydrological investigations in the future. W e are looking particularly 
towards the problem of temperate glaciers because of the practical need for the technique 
to develop in that direction but it is worth mentioning that the initial stimulation came 
from polar radio-echo records . On the Ward Hunt I ce Shelf in Canada and on George VI 
Sound, Antarctica, pools of melt water form on the surface in summer but strong bottom 
echoes have been recorded in both places. On the other hand , in some Antarctic ice shelves 
a thin irregular layer of liquid brine forms at about sea-level (Heine, 1968) ; in these condi
tions it seems that the bottom echo is usually obscured. The models which we consider 
include a range of water conductivities and layer thi cknesses, followed by models of permeable 
snow saturated with water and permeable snow containing lenses of solid ice. The attenua
tion of the forward wave and the strength of the scattered signal are computed and some 
results are found to be steeply dependent on radio wavelength and size of irregularity in the 
medium. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC PARAMETE RS FOR WATER , ICE , AND SNOW 

The basic equations of radio wave propagation may be found in engineering or physics 
tex tbooks and it is usual to make separate approximations for moderately good conductors 
(a/WE ~ r , see following paragraph) and sl ightly lossy dielectrics (a/wE ~ I). However in 
this paper we may need to consider intermediate cases, such as low salinity sea-water or 
very impure rain-water, and neither of these approximations has been made in the graphical 
results given here. 

The medium is characterized by two parameters : conductivity, a, a I-eal quantity, and 
permittivity, E, also real. (Alternative parameters such as E", tan 0, and a N are not used in 
this paper) . W e assume that the relative magnetic permeability, fL' = I and we have 
fLo = 47T X 10- 7 m - I; the dielectric permittivity E = E'EO and EO = 1O- 9/367T Fm- I. tffo is 
the amplitude of the electric field strength in V m - I and W is the angular frequency in Hz. 
Following the usual notation, the propagation constant, y = C( + jj3 defines the variation 
of wave amplitude and phase with distance x according to exp (- yx). Thus the attenua
tion is 8.68 C( dB m - I and the wavelength in the m edium is 27T/ j3. 

We have 
C(Z = [{1 + (a/wE)z}; - r] W ZfLE / 2 , 

i3' = [{r + (a/wE)Zp + l] W ZfLE / 2. 

The instrinsi c impedance of a medium is 

YJ = {fLH 1 + a/jwE)}l . 

The amplitude reflexion coeffici ent for normal incidence on the boundary between two 
m edia, I and 2 , is IpI zl and the transmission coefficient is h zl where 

PI Z = (YJ Z- YJI )/(YJ Z+ YJI ) and T J2 = 2YJZ/( YJ Z+ YJI ) . 

The power flow within anyone medium is given by 

There are three " raw materials" : ice, water at 0 0 C, and a ir, and various m ixtures of the 
three will be discussed. 

Water 
The permittivity of water varies slightly with impurity concentration, but the conductivity 

varies over many orders of magnitude : several examples are given in Table I. 
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TABLE I. THE A .C . CON D UCTIVITY AND RELATIVE P ER MITTI V ITV OF ICE AND VA RIOUS WATERS 

Ice at 00 C 
- 400 C 

Water at 00 C 
Pure 
Distill ed 
T emperate g lacier m elt 
Pola r ice melt 

Rainwater (Norway) most proba bl e extremes{ 

Brine of salinity 5 in pa rts p er I 000 
Sea-water, 5 = 32 %0 

Ice 

3·24 ± 0.03 
3· 20 ± 0.03 

86 
86 
86 
86 
80 
80 

< 80 
77 

a 
D:- I m - I 

see F igure I 

3.6 X 10- 6 

I X 10- 4 

2 X 1 0 - 4 

2 to 8 X 10- ' 

4 X 1O- 3
} 

1030 X 10- 3 

9 X 10- '5 

2·9 

Paren (unpublished ) 

H asted (1961 ) 
(in equilibrium with a tmosphere) 
GOI'ham (1958) 
Pa ren a nd W a lker ( 197 1) 

Egner and E riksson (1955) 

Bial ek ([1967], p. 3 19) 
Hasted ( 1961 ) 

The permittivity of ice is constant, with sufficient accuracy fOI' our purpose (see Tabl e I ) , 
but the conductivity must take account of both temperature and impurity concentration. 
There are three ranges of impurity concentration- pure ice, polar ice, and sea ice- which 
a re best considered separately. By pure ice we mean purity equal to, or higher than , distilled 
water in equilibrium with the atmosphere. The d. c. conductivity of ice is very sensitive to 
impurity concentration and it has been found that in situ measurements of d.c . conductivity 
in temperate glaciers a re the same as for pure ice (less than 10- 6 Q- I m- I) (Rothlisberger, 
1967), probably because the impurities have been Rushed out of the g lacier (Nye and Frank, 
in press) . The a.c conductivity of ice, independent of fl-equency between 0.5 and 500 MHz, 
is much greater than the d. c component because of the audio-frequency relaxation spectrum . 
Paren (unpublished) gives the following accurate empirical relation for the a. c. conductivity 
of pure ice: 

(5) 

where E = 55 kJ mol- I for pure ice, R = 8.4 J mol- I K - I, and T o = 273 K. 
Most polar ice, on the other hand, conforms to the behaviour of "solubility-limit" ice as 

described by Paren and Walker (1971 ) . The total impurity content in polar condi tions is 
usually somewhat higher than the equilibrium so lubility for solid so lution within the ice 
grain; the excess impUl-ity li es in the triple junctions of the grains and , because of the 
geometry, makes neglig ible contribution to the bulk conductivity. Below - 10° C the same 
formula, Equation (5), may be used for the conductivity of polar ice but E = 25 kJ mol- I 

at the solubility limit. Above _ 10° C both contributions to the conducti vity are of com
parable magnitude and they reinforce one another , reaching 6 X 10- 5 Q- I m - I at 0° C. 

Figure I shows these relations graphicall y. It is very satisfactory that the curve for polar 
ice, derived from laboratory measurements on many different ice cores, is closely equivalent 
to the attenuation curve used by R obin and others (1969) and others , for the calculation of total 
attenuation from the temperature profile in polar ice sheets. * There are some situations in 
the polar regions, near to the melting point, where the temperate glacier conductiv ity is 
approaChed, probably due to the f1ushins- mechanism . Robin and others (1969) found 
4 .5 dB/ roo m for ice below 1000 m surface elevation in Greenland, and Smith (in press ) 
found 4.5 dB/ roo m on the Fuchs piedmont, Adelaide island, Antarcti ca. 

* Figure 23 in Robin a nd others (1969) has a n error in the point a t - 10 C on curve w. The ordina te, d eri ved 
from VVes tpha l's m easurements, should be 5.7 dB per 100 m instead of 4.9 dB per 100 m as p lotted. Curve /I., 

from Auty a nd Cole, is closely equi va lent to the pure ice curve in F igure I of this paper. 
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Besides pure ice and "solubility-limit", or polar ice, we should a lso mention sea ice 
which is too impure and irregular to conform to simple relat ions such as given above. In 
sea ice the dominant term in the total conductivity is due to liquid brine inclusions. 
R eference should be made to Fujino (1967) and Addison (1970) for up-to-date experimental 
values of conductivity. 

, 
E 10-5 

T 

c: 
b 

-6 
3 x 10 

10-6~~----~------~------~~----~--~~ 
3·6 3·8 4·0 4·2 4'4 10/'T 

Fig. I. The a.c. cOllductivity qf ice, a, ill 0 - ' IIC ' as afullctioll of temperature, T , ill kelvills. The upper curve (solubility-limit 
ice ) usually applies to polar ice, alld the lower curve ( pure ice ) usually applies to temperate glacier ice. 

lvlixtul'es 
The properties of mixtures of dielectrics, with especial appli cation to snow, are con

sidered in detail by Paren (unpublished) to whom reference should be made for the basis 
of the relations g iven below. 

Dry snow is a mi xtuI'e of ice and air in proportions which we shall define by the d ens ity 
ratio p' = Pd / Pi , where the suffices d and i refer to dry snow a nd ice . ' Ve have 

and 
ad = ai p' (0.68 + 0·32 p' ). 

Another material used in our models is soaked snow, in which all the avai lable ail' spaces 
are supposed to be filled with water, forming a network of randomly oriented veins . Then 

Es = Ed + i Ew ( r - p' ) 
and 

a s = ad + 1- aw ( r- p' ) 

where the suffices sand w stand for soaked snow and water. 
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Representative numerical values, some of which are used in our calculations, are given 
in Table I. The values of E and u are virtually constant with frequency from I MHz 
(sufficien tly removed from the relaxation spectrum of ice) to 500 MHz (below the relaxa
tion spectrum of water and the vibration spec trum of ice) . 

GLACIER MODEL 

To access the importance of any additional loss in sensiti vity, let us adopt a fixed glacier 
model as a norm . D eep ice sheets are unlikely to be saturated with water; therefore let us 
consider a glacier of modes t d epth, d = 250 m , within 2 ° C of the melting point. In the 
"slightly lossy dielectric" approximation, the attenuation constant IX = ~ T)u and the 
intrinsic impedance T) = (fL/E)l. Substituting E = 3. 2 Eo for ice, we find that the attenuation 
is 9 X 10 4 Uj dB per 100 m. (In water, E = 86 EO, and the attenuation is 1.8 X 10 4 Uw dB per 
100 m. ) 

For the calculation of power loss due to wave spreading, we use the inverse sq uare law 
and geom etric imaging in a plane reflector. If the observer is at height h (greater than a 
few wavelengths) above the ice surface, the power varies as (lz + d/n)-2 where the refracti ve 
index of the ice, n = "If E' = 1.8 . W e can now calculate the strength of our signal as 
follows: 

dB 
S Radio-echo sys tem performan ce, assume 160 

A Loss due to two-way dielec tric absorption - 25 

C Loss due to spreading of wave from either : 
(a ) half-wave antenna at 35 MHz or 
(b ) I m 2 antenna at 300 MHz, 

carried on the glacier surface - 55 
R R efl exion coeffi cient (an average value for rock) - 15 

C' Additional spreading loss if obseI'ving from an aircraft at I 000 m above 
the glacier surface - 13 

E vVithout further loss, the signal to noise ratio is 

In this model, any effect on sensitivity resulting in a loss of more than about 50 dB is 
serious. If the loss is expressed as the attenuation of a particular feature in the ice, traversed 
twice, then we may adopt 26 dB for the one-way passage with possible extension to 40 dB 
if the ice is floating and the observer on the surface. If the attenuation is distributed 
throughout the path, we might accep t 10 to 16 dB per 100 m . 

THREE LAYER MODEL 

Consider two m edia of semi-infinite extent sepa rated by a plane layer of a m edium of 
uniform thickness t as shown in Figure 2. W e shall evalua te the power reflected by, and 
transmitted through , the layer in terms of the three intrinsic impedances and the propaga
tion constant of the middle layer (y contains both the attenuation and phase constants for 
the middle layer ) . The incident wave is normal to the interface though it is shown at a 
small a ngle in Figure 2 for clarity. T he amplitude transm iss ion coe ffi cient T arises from 
a n infinite series of internal reflexions within the layer: 

(8) 
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and similarly for the ampli tude reflexion coeffi cient, P: 

" I T J2 P2.1
T

2 J e -
2
y t I 

} = PJ 2 + - 2 t 
I - P 2 JP 23 e Y 

(9) 

Since the incident and refl ected power are in the same m edium the power reflexion co
efficients, Rp = p 2, but the transmitted wave is in a different medium from the incident, 
and the power transmission coeffi cient is: 

Tp = yz!!it ( r /7] 3) /!!it( I hI )' (10 ) 

ref I ec ted wave 
i ncide nt 

\/ / wave 

medium 1 

r 
t 

1 medium 2 

\ \ med ium 3 

transmitted wave 
Fig. 2 . Three media if propagation having two /Jarallel interfaces, showing the reflected and transmitted waves due to an incident 

wave close to the normal. 

S URFACE MELT LAYER 

Figure, 3 shows the computed transmission coeffi cient, at 35 MHz, of a layer of water 
(a = 2 X 10- 4 ) lying between air and solid ice. Note the small loss, 0.3 dB, for an infinitely 
thin layer (the refl exion loss at an a ir /ice boundary), and note the maximum loss, r I dB, 
when the water layer is a quarter wavelength thick, remembering that it is the wave
length in water. Finally note the negligible power loss due to water conductivity for water 
d epths of several metres, evident from the constant maximum and minimum values in the 
interference pattern . Indeed substitution in the " lossy dielec tric" approximate form ula 
shows that the attenuation in m elt water (3.6 to 14 dB per roo m depending on the 
conductivity) is of the same order as in ice near the melting point (4.5 to 5.7 dB per roo m ), 
because of the lower intrinsic impedance of the water. Within the limit of a few m etres 
depth, whilst the absorption is small , the behaviour at other radio-frequencies may be read 
from Figure 3 by expanding or contracting the thickness scale over at least a decade in 
either direction . In particular for ve ry thin layers (less than Ao/ I 00 in thickness, where Ao 
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is the free-space wavelength) a linear relation may be fitted to the early part of the curve 
and we find transmission loss ~ 2.4ft dB, where f is the frequency in MHz and t the 
thickness in metres. 

In the summer season on George VI Sound in the Antarctic Peninsula, there a re 
numerous melt pools on the surface of the ice. They occur between lat. 700 40' S. and lat. 
7 I 0 50' S. where the ice is floating and about 200 m thick. The pools are typically 0.5 m 
deep (A. C. Wager, private communication). From an examination of a irborne radio echo 
records (Swithinbank, 1968; Smith, in press) there is no evidence that the melt pools cause 
the bottom echo to be lost. R eferring to Figure g for the one-way attenuation and re
membering that in this situation the signal may be 67 dB over noise without the pools, we 
see that the result is not as surprising as it at first appears. 

o 

5 

10 

dB 

o O'S lO 1-5 m 

Fig. 3. The attenuation in dB oj a 35 MHz wave passing through a layer oj melt water (a = 2 X /0- 4 .0- 1 m- I) fving 
between air and solid ice, as a junction oj layer thickness in metres. In practice such a layer is traversed twice and the total 
attenuation oj the echo is twice the ordinate value. 

On R oslin Gletscher, Greenland, to take a differen t example, Davis and H alliday 
(unpublished) observed a weakening of a bout 10 dB in their echo signal at 440 MHz in 
the daytime, when a film of water was visi ble on the glacier surface, in contrast to the 
situation at night. Putting 2.4ft = 5 dB attenuation in each direction, a layer of 5 mm 
total thickness is required. This is a sharp reminder of the scale of the effect at ultrahigh 
frequencies. R emember that the maximum for each layer is still I I dB one-way, but that 
there may be several layers in the line of sigh t, each contributing about 5 dB, on the 
average, to the total one-way loss. 

' '''hat is the error in the measured depth if the water layer is ignored or its presence is 
unsuspected? The ratio of the radio propagation velocity in water to that in ice is 
(g.22 /86)! ~ r /5, In terms of the echo time delay, I m depth of water is equivalent to 
5 m of solid ice: this seems likely to be a negligible error in practice because the pools are 
not very deep. 

BRINE PERCOLATION LAYER 

Figure 4 shows that with a highly conducting water layer the situation is quite different. 
The transmission loss is now dominated by absorption instead of reflexion of power. Curve 
(a) refers to a sea-water layer (a = 2.9 Q - I m - I) lying within an almo t solid ice medium 
(p = 0.8 Mg m- 3 ) . The one-way attenuation is go dB for about 10 cm thickness virtually 
independent of radio-frequency, but this is a rather unlikely model. In ice shelves it has 
often been postulated that, in a few places, sea-water percolates horizontally through porous 
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o 

20 

40 

dB 

o 0·5 1· 0 1·5 m 
Fig. 4. 

(a) The attenuation in dB of a 35 MHz wave passing one way through a layer of brine (a = 2.9 Q - J m- I) lying within a 
jirn medium (p = 0.8 M g m- 3 ) , as afimction of layer thickness in metres. 

(b) The upper curve shows the attenuation in the same circumstances except that the layer consists of brine-soaked jim instead of 
pure brine. 

layers at about sea-level from rifts or from the ice front (Dubrovin, 1962; Heine, 1968 ; 
Swithinbank, 1970). The phenomenon is best known in the M cMurdo Ice Shelf but it 
probably occurs in the Wordie Ice Shelf, the Brunt Ice Shelf, the Larsen I ce Shelf, and 
Wilkins Sound . In all of these places very shallow echoes, at about sea-level occasionally 
appear with absence of the bottom echo, as illustrated in Figure 5. For curve (b ) in Figure 
4 we have considered snow of density p = 0.8 Mg m - 3 to be near the maximum for 
permeability and evalua ted the effect of filling the remaining spaces with sea-water 
(a = 2.9 Q - r m - I) . It is still true tha t absorption dominates the loss ; therefore the result 
is insensitive to the radio-frequency and I m thickness of soaked material causes 38 dB 
one-way a ttenua tion . The occulta ti on of the bottom echo is not surpr ising. 

Fig. 5. A section of a radio-echo record obtained on the Larsen I ce Shelf (lat . 68° S., long 60° W .) . The range calibration 
marks are at I fJ-s intervals and on the right if the photograph, echoes f rom the swjace and bottom of the ice shelf show it to 
be 150 m thick . On the lift of the photograph a reflecting layer has appeared at about 45 m below the ice surface and the 
bottom echo has been extinguished. Since the surface is flat we suppose that brine has percolated horizontally through the 
porolls upper layers from one of the near~y rifts which contain sea-water. 
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R AIN OAKING 

R a inwater conductivity is two to three orders of magnitude lower than that of sea-water, 
on the other hand it is possible to imagine that considerable thicknesses of permeable 
temperate glaciers may be saturated with rain in some seasons. Figure 6 shows two results 
using the m ean rainwater conductivity m easured in the vicinity of Norwegian glaciers 
(a = 4 X 10- 3 [2- 1 m- I) . For d ense snow, absorption due to watel" conductivity is the 
dominant m echanism but the loss is not high , about 7 dB one-way in a 50 m thickness, 
because the quantity of water is low. Less dense snow has higher reflexion losses and higher 
absorption losses reaching a total of about 16 dB one-way in 50 m thickness. It is unlikely 
that low density snow could be a thick as this and thus absorption due to the bulk con
ductivity of rain -soaked snow is inadequate to account for the difficulty of sounding 
temperate glaciers. 

o 

5 

dB 

o 5 10 15 m 

Fig. 6. The attenuation of a 35 111Hz wave passing through jim having a la,ver rif rain-soaking (a = 4 X J 0 - 3 0 - 1 n,- I) as a 
function of la,ver thickness. The upper trace (a) applies to jirn of density 0.8 Nlg ",-3, and the lower trace (b) to jim rif 
density 0.5 Mg "e 3 • 

The effect on velocity might be serious however. For the lower density (p = 0.5 Mg m - 3), 

using Equations (6) and (7) , we find ES' = 15.2. The ratio of the velocity in the soaked 
firn to that in ice is (3.22/ 15.2 ) ' = 1/2.3, that is to say, if there were 50 m of soaked firn it 
m ight be interpreted as 115 m of ice, an error of 65 m. G . de Q . Robin has suggested that 
variations in bottom-echo delay time, with season, at a fixed point, may be interpreted in 
terms of variation in water content : this is a promising technique. 

SCATTERING LOSSES 

'vVe have so far ignored the sca le of the irregularities pl"esent in the mixture models; the 
formulas for E a nd a define their effective values over a vo lume within which the constituents 
are very finely divided. C learly individual inhomogeneities of finite size will sca tter som e 
power from the forward wave and for simplicity we shall consider them to be spheres. 
However unlikely this may be in nature, we shall obtain an answer which should indicate 
the order of magnitude for other shapes, and give a clear indication of the effect of changing 
the scale. 

An isolated dielectric sphere, radius b permittivity EIEO embedded in a medium of 
permittivity EzEo, with an incident wave of ampl itude g o becomes an elec tri c dipole of 
moment (Stratton, 194 ' , p. 572 ) 

Substituting the power r-ad iated by a dipole (Stratton, ' 94 1, p. 437) and the power flow in 

6 
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the incident wave Pi, from Equation (4) , we find the scattered power Ps from a single spherical 
inhomogeneity: 

Ps = - 7Tw4b6(/LoEzEO)Z _I _ _ z Pi. 8 (,, _,,)Z 
3 EI + 2"z 

If there are m simi lar spheres p er unit volume, then the fraction of the power lost from 
forward wave per unit length path through the medium is: 

3 = - mb6 - • 
87T (27T)4 ["Z( EI - EZ) ] 2 

3 Ao El + 2"2 

T he a ttenuation is ro J log lo ( I - 3) dB per [ 00 m = 4343 dB per 100 m for 3 <:{ I . 

the 

Consider three types of inhom ogeneity in low density snow, p = 0.5 M g m - J . First, the 
air bubbles themselves: E l = I a nd E2 = 3.2. 

From 47Tb Jm/3 = I -0. 5 /0.92 we obtain mb J = 10 - 1• If the radius is I mm (a large 
bubble size) then mb6 = 10- 1°. The attenuation is 

This is the same I'esult as obtained by Robin and others ( 1969 ) where it was concluded 
that for bubbles of I mm radius or less the attenuation loss is of no practical significance at 
radio-frequencies less than I GHz (Ao = 0.3 m ). 

Now consider snow of the same density, 0.5 Mg m - J, but with all holes fi lled with rain
water. In this case E2 = 3.2 and El ~ E2 . The value mb6 = 10- 1°, the same as a bove. For 
bubbles of I mm radius the attenuation is 

Note that the attenuation varies as the cube of bubble size; for a fixed snow density a nd 
fOI' the glacier model , if we accept a limit of 10 dB per 100 m , this m eans a minimum free
space wavelength of 0. 15 m. 

15 cm. 10cm. 
.. >- ~ 

0 0

0 

0 0 0 

08 

0 
0 0 

0 0 0 
0 

0 
0 o snow 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 

Fig. 7. Ta illustrate s/)lierica/ ice " /mses" afradius 50 mm, spaced 250 mm between centres, injirn. 

Finally, since it has appeared that the linear dimen ions of the inhomogeneity are a ll
important, let us consider that the low density snow may contain the equivalent of pheri cal 
ice " lenses" with a radius of 50 mm at a spacing of 250 mm as illustrated in Figure 7. T hen 
mb6 = 10- 6, El = 3.2, and E2 = 2.0. 

The attenuation reduces to 

This is a dense system of irregularities to which our eq uations for single scattering hardly 
apply a nd it seems improbab le in nature, perhaps useful as a limiting case. T he numeri ca l 
res ult is somewhat more of a restriction on minimum wavelength than the rain-fi ll ed bubbles 
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in Equation ( IS ) ' An increasingly dense arrangement of ice lenses might tend to become 
more homogeneous by the filling of the majority of the surrounding snow medium , and 
lat"ger individual lenses are likely to be extended in a horizontal plane for which it is more 
reali tic to use the three-layer models discussed earlier. 

Figure 8 shows the total attenuation in a single extended horizontal layer of solid ice 
lying within a snow m edium. The sys tematic downward slope from left to right is due to 
absorption, and the oscillation is due to reftexion of power at the upper and lower boun
dari es ; this is obviously greater when the density discontinuity is greater, and the first 
maximum in a bsorption occurs when the layer is a quarter wavelength thick. For layer 
of the order of I m thickness, it can be seen that the attenuation is typically 0.2 dB at 
35 MHz and there might be 50 such layers in the top 50 m of the g lacier, giving rise to 
10 dB one-way attenuation- easily tolerable in the glacier model. Because of the roughly 
proportional relation between layer thi ckness and attenuation seen in Figure 8, it fo llows 
that a greater number of thin layers, within the same total depth, would produce the same 
total attenuation. However, in all cases the attenuation due to reftexion increases pro
portionally with increasing radio frequency, until individual layers become ;:::; A;(4. Thus 
at 500 MHz, ice layers of 50 mm thickness in low density snow each contribute 0.2 dB to 
the one-way attenuation, and this could become prohibitive. 

O ~------------~--------------~-------------, 

0·11---

0·2 t---- --

dB 

o 2 m 
Fig. 8. The at/enuation in dB of a 35 MHz wave passing one way through a layer of ice (p = 0.92 Mg m- 3, a = 6 x 1 0 - , 

0 - ' m- ' ) lying within a firn medium, as a fllnction of layer thickness, for two dijfermt firn densities (a) 0.8 Mg m- H 

(b) 0.5 M g m- 3 • 

BAC KGRO UN D SIGNAL DUE TO SCATTER ECHOES 

At frequencies below 500 MHz (Ao = 0.67 m ) none of the m echa nisms so far considered 
presents any practical obstacle in the way of the forward power. Therefore consider how 
the scattered power returned to the receiver at any instant compares with the wanted echo 
signal from the glacier bottom. The product of the transmitter pulse duration and the 
propagation velocity in the m edium d efin es a pulse length l. At any instant after trans
m ission, power is received from a shell of thi ckness l/2 and range r. If the a ntenna power 
gain is g, the effective volume from which scattered echo power is received is 27TT 2l/g. There 
are m ca ttering centres per unit volume a nd each has backward scattering gain, as an 
elementary dipole, of [ .6 . The relative phase of each, at the receiver, is random. H ence 
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( a) 

(b) 

Fig. 9. Radio-echo sounding records showing the bottom echo disappearing ill to scatter echoes. The upper record (a), courtesy oJ 
R andall Electronics Ltd., was obtained on H ardangerjoklllell , Norway, using a 480 M H z sounder on the sll/face. The 
bot/om echo, to the lift, is at a depth oJ [ 00 m and it disappears into the scatter echoes to the right. 

The lower record (b) was obtained on the Fuchs Ice Piedmont , Adelaide i sland, Antarctica using a 35 Mf-h soullder 
in an aircraft. In this case we su/)pose that the scatter echoes to the right are due to sl!lJiciently large ice lellses, each olle 
extending horizontally not more than a.few metres because oJ the observed fading . The bottom echo is 40 dB abOl 'e the 
receiver input noise level but it is nevertheless lost in the centre if the picture at J 50 m depth. 
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the individual powers add, and let the receiver antenna cross-section be s. The total power 
received from the scattering centres in the effective volum e is 

27Tr zl 1.6ms 
Pr (scattered ) = -- ·--Ps· 

g 47Tr2 

The power Ps from a single centre, is g iven by Equation (12) ; the incident power is 
Pi = Pt g/47Trz and the cross-sec tion s = gl..oz/47T if the receiver and transmitter antennas are 
similar, and in air. 

H ence 

pr (scattered ) = 647T Jgl [EZ( EI - EZ) ] z~mb6. 
Pt 30rZ I..oZ El + 2Ez -

( 18) 

If the power reRexion coefficient of a plane reRector at the same range is R, the echo power 
received from the plane is g iven by 

( 19) 

The signals will also be attenuated by absorption in the medium but this will be the same 
for both , at the same range, and the ratio of the plane (wanted) to the scattered (unwanted ) 
echo reduces to: 

pr (plane) 6 X 10 - 6g 1..0 4R [ El + 2Ez ] Z 

pr (scattered ) = 1mb6 Ez( EI - Ez) ' 

Thus the difference between the two echo powers, Ep and Es expressed in dB relative to 
the receiver input noise power, as in R obin and others ( 1969) is Ep - Es = P+ R - G. The 
factor P includes the relevant equipment parameters. For the SPRI Mk II equipment 
(Evans and Smith , 1969) 1..0 = 8.6 m , g ~ 2, and l = 40 m , from which P = - 28 dB. 
R is the reRexion coeffi cient of the plane surface; let us take - 20 dB. C includes the pro
perties of the scatterers. For the rain-filled bubbles in Eq uation (15) C = - 90 dB, whi le 
for the ice lenses in Equation (17) C = - 69 dB ; thus we can expec t to cope with this 
particular ice lens model. H owever there is only a modest mal"gin of safety and note should 
be taken of the two crucial factors in signal to scatter ratio: radio wavelength and effective 
lens radius. This is a new situa tion in which increased system performance will do no thing 
to improve the ratio. The penalty for reducing wavelength is not so severe as it appears at 
first sight because one can expect g I..oz to be approximately constan t, for a constant antenna 
a rea, and one can hope to reduce l proportional to 1..0 with increasing resolution as a bonus. 
Figure 9 shows two exampl es of scatter echoes, one at 35 MHz supposed to be from ice 
lenses on Adelaide Island, Antarctica, and one at 500 MHz from rain-soaked firn on 
Hardangerjokulen, Norway. Probably multiple scattering occurs in both cases, and since 
the scatter echoes extend to ranges greater than that of the bottom echo, we assume that 
they originate from a wide range of angles. It is to be expected that scattering from lenses 
of large horizonta l extent will be more specular, will have characteristic layer structure, 
and will weaken rather quickly at ranges no greater than the bottom echo. Simultaneous 
measurements at differen t l"adio frequencies are now in progres on an Alpine g laciel" to 
test some of these results . 
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